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MOSES AND REFORM
OF MOSFS

A few weeks ago in the Bulletin, a cartoon depicte,dMoses coming down from

the Mountain, carrying carrying the Tablets. Looldng at the uncertain people gathered

before him, Moses was reported as saying he brought both good news -and bad news:

* The good news

*

that I got Him down to Ten
is thatI

The bad news is t,hat adultery stays.

I read this cartoon with a wry smile. The fact is that our modern day Mosese<:i:
the wise legislators of the Australian Parliaments, enact every year more than a thousand
statutes. Each of these contains numerous clauses, many with detailed obligations. tn

addition, there are countless by-laws, ordinances and statutory rules. We live in a much

busy and they bring down many laws from the
regulated society. Our Parliaments are bUSy
modern Mountain.

Adal?ting the BUlletin
Bulletin jest, one might say- that des(?itethis
des()ite this proliferation of
Ada(?ting
part of the legal (?roscription,
I?roscription, in
lawmaking, 'homosexuality stays' ...- or at least it stays as (?art
different ways in different parts of Australia. The law's endeavour to regulate people's
sexual orientation, in

~he

name of upholding perceptions of morality held by some

members of SOCiety,
society, stays, at least in New South Wales. The attempt in the New South
Wales Parliament to tackle the issue of reform of the law in this area failed in 1982. As if

homosexual.
by an effort to compensate for -the failure to repeal criminal laws penalising homosexual
th,? Anti Discrimination Act of New South Wales were
conduct, certain amendments to til,?
passed. These seek to forbid, in some circumstanc€;s
()assed.
circumstances at least, discrimination against
people on the grounds of sexual preference.
The

re~ult
re~ult

success ·and failure in homosexual law reform is, to
of this mixture of suCCess

vei''y least, odd:
say the vers
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*

It is a criminal offence for a male person to perform certain homosexual act').

* Yet it is not and never has been an offence for a female person to perform
hom asexual acts •

. * A person ca.n be sent to prison and be criminally stigmatiscd for pursuing his sexual
.*
01'1 cotati
cntati on.
ort

* Yet despite this (enunciation in the criminal law, other persons, including most
employers may not discriminate on the grounds of a person's sexual preference.
'" Because of reform of rape 18.ws, it is in some cases more serious to perform
consensual indecent acts with

II

male person than it is to perform an act of rape

itself.

Putting it quite bluntly, the law on this subject has now got itself into

II

mess: Any

thoughtful observer must admit that this is the case. The question is whether there is a

modern legislative Moses who will lead the State to the promised land of coherent and
acceptable homosexual law reform.
EJection
I agreed to give this talk long before it was known that a Federal Election
would be lleld later this week. You will understand that as a judicial officer I must tread
warily because of the circumstance of the Election, not least because of a reported
homcse?,ual
statement threatening homcse?Cual

voter retaliation

unless

the New South WalES

penaIising homosexual
Government promises reform of New South Wales criminal laws penalising
conduct.
The recent," repeated raids by police on a gay club in Sydney have highlighted
it<; present state. It .will
sur[>rise to you that
the difficulty of leaving the law in its
,will be no sUf[>rise

inrluding people of strong religious persuasion, who say
there are many thoughtful peo[>1e inC'luding
decI"iminruising homosexual conduct is that it will remove the moral,
that their fear of decriminalising
social. and cultural sanctions that prevent vulnerable youth from experimenting with
social
"homosexual conduct and becoming confirmed homosexuals. Such opponents of reform
frequently deny any desire to stigmatise or punish confirmed adult homosexuals for their
orientation. They simply want to keep the criminal law 'in placel (8 fashionable expression
just now) in order to discourage yOWlg people from what they may regard a<; a hard and
lellSt in
unfulfilling life. Quite often they point to the well established existence, at lenst
metropolitan areas, of gay venues for adults who choose to frequent them.
raids on one of these venues in Sydney in the past month have
The repeated rai<is
police" officer
been justified by police. In today's edition of the Sydnev Morning Herald, a policeis reported as complaining that the police are in a 'no win' situation. When they receive a
complaint, if they act, they face protests from homcsexuals and their supporters. If they
fail to act, they receive complaints that they are not faithfully upholding the law of the
land.

-3In the Bill of Rights of 1688, it was promised that the
un~qually
un~qlJally

law~

would not be

applied but would be equally applied to nIl
all affected by them. The difficulty of

leaving laws unreformed, nnd
and just doing nothing, is that the legal system is' then left in an
ambivalent state. If the laws arc
afC enforced, where social attitudes have moved on, people

will resist the enforcement of the law and regard as unjust the efforts of

th~

authorities.

If the law is partly enforced, people who are
arc prosecuted \o\.il rightly regard themselves as

the unfair, chance victims of na differentiDl implementation of the law, contrary to the
Bill of Rights. If the law is not enforced at all, those who seek to uphold the rule of law
will object. Furthermore, in the di-fference between the letter of the law Rnd its
enforcement, there will be plenty of room for corruption of officials, disrespect for the
law generally, op[?ortunities for blackmail and ol?pression
o!?pression and the idiosyncratic, arbitrary
o[?eration of legal process.
IMPEDIMENTS TO LAW REfORM

I cannot, as a Federal officer, examine the reasons why the efforts to reform
the criminal laws against homosexual conduct did not .succeed
,succeed in New South Wale.~.
Wale.~. But I
have been in a position, in the Federal

spher~,
spher~,

to observe the process of law reform in tJ.1e

past eight years. It may be helpful to list a few of the factors that tend, generally, to
stand in the way of reform. In the Federal sphere, there are seven main

impedim~nts, the
impedim~nts,

seven deadly sins:

*•

~rovisions,

first, the inappropriateness of Some
some constitutional provisions. The fact is that we
First,
continue today to get by with. a constitution drawn in the last decade of the 19th

l

.\

Century. It fails to· address many of todayls most urgent problems at all (as in the

\

case of regulation of problems arising from computer technology, bioethics or

\

nuclear fission) or is faUs to deal with the problem adequately (as in the CElse
case of

\I

.

laws). Unlike the Canadian. federation, where the criminal law
industrial relations laws),

I\1,,"-

to the Federal Parliament, in Australia this basic area of the law has
was assigned ~o

.

).

significant differences in the criminai--l..aw, despite the general homogeneity of the

<,I

social and moral attitudes of the people of Australia.

*

1['

been left to be the responsibility of State Parliaments. This has resulted in

Secondly, most law reform organisations - whether they are offici?1
officiQl law reform
agencies like the Australian Law Reform Commission or voluntary citizens groupsare

inadequat~y
inadequat~y

funded. 'rhey must work with small resources and small

SUch as the Australian Law Reform Commission
manpower. In the case of bodies such
they are limited to working on projects specifically assigned to them by the
Attorney-General. Sometimes (though not always) the Attorney-General may wish
to avoid precisely the controversies that are the greatest cause of injustice in the
'there are no votes' in them.
community because he perceives that 1there

j

--...-....
-"'-..._
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* Thirdly, there is the limitation imposed in the preparation of reform proposals

by

the need to consult widely and to consider the divergent opinions that exist in a
multicultural society such as Australia's. Achieving change is much easier in an
authoritarian society than in a democratic one, where politicians must be
rcs00nsive to strongly held social attitudes. The benefit'::
benefit,:: of democracy

r

need not

identify. With the benefits go the disadvantage that minority groups, with loud
voices, can sometimes enjoy disproportionate power nnd influence over the law
reform pr.ocess.

*

Fourthly, there is, in Australia, no institutional system to ensure prompt and
regular parliamentary attention to law reform proposals - whether they are
afe made

in official law reform reports, Royal Commission recommendations or citizen
complaints and Private Members' Bills. In the modern Parliament, the legislature is
very much in

t~e

conteol of the Cabinet and the Government of the day. Whilst this

makes for orderly legislation, it diminishes the effectiveness of a legislature as a
law reforming body. Law reforms, generally, are only achieved where there is
corporate determination in favour of them by the Govemment that sit"> in the
Treasury Benches.

* Fifthly, there is the tardy process of bureaucratic committees to which proposals
for reform are frequently assigned. Reformers, even when they exist in the
Parliament or the Ministry must usually wait for the filtering process of the Public
Service to consider reform proposals and hoW
how they would affect Government
administration. It is in response to this growing power of the permanent
bureaucracy that important changes have been introduced in the law both at a
Federal and State level in Australia. These changes have been designed to open up
the processes of the administration. The influence of backroom administrators over
the course of law reform. in Australia cannot be over-emphasised. Anyone- having
'Yes,
doubts should take the short course in civics provided by the A.B.C. program lyes,
Minister 'l ., Australian administrators have learned from experts at Westminster. And
in Australia the Federal system is usually a further reason for delay and inaction.

* Sixthly, there is very little systematic scrutiny of reformed laws once they have
been passed. There is very little endeavour to ensure that they achieve the
. objectives of the reformers. The interaction between the criminal laws penalising
penruising
and .stigmatizing homosexual acts and the anti-discrimination law prohibiting
discrimination again'St homosexuals has not been examined. Other major reforms
which have achieved changes in personal relati?nships, such as the Family Law Act
are frequently passed without any really clear idea of all of thejrnplications for
society, once the new laws are in force.

-5'" finally,
Finally, there is the im[)ediment of cost. Very little cost/benefit analysis has been
done on proposals for law reform in Australia.
Austrlliia. Yet, justice does have a price.
Changes in the law will normally have cost implications. In hard times, this

provides a further impediment to law reform. In the area of reform of criminal
laws against homosexuals, it can be assumed that there would be li tHe
ttle if any short
term cost implications of removing <:.dminal
c.timinal laws and equating them to the lIlws
against non-consensual criminDl· conduct governing heterosexuals. Indeed, the
diversion of pOlice
police from vice squad activity involving the investigation, arrest and

prosecution of consensual homosexual
_conduct to the investigation, arrest and
homosexual-conduct
prosecution of non-consensual criminal activity would be seen by' many.as a better
use of the scarce resources
resources of law enforcement officers.
Because the general criminal law in Australia has. not been assigned to the Commonwealth
Parliament~
Parliament l

the Federal responsibility for homosexual law
law -reform, ou15i
outside
de the Territories,

is limited. The general issue has not been referred to the Australian Law Reform
Commission for examination and report. Therefore any views I may have on the subject
ere

thos~
thos~

of a citiz;en only. However, in the course of one enquiry into reform of evidence

law, one aspect of the law affecting homosexuals has been raised for consideration. It is
an issue upon which differences of view have been cx[)ressed
ex[)ressed within the -Law
·Law Reform
Commission. I want to close with a short ref erence to this controversy.
EVIDENCE LAW REFORM: SPOUSAL IMMUNITY
It may seem an unlikely subject for homosexual reform: the Australian Law

Commission's enquiry into reform of evidence Iav"..
Reform Commission'S
lav".. The relevant evidence law is
recc[)tion and [)resentation of testimony in Federal and Territory
the law that governs the rece[)tion
courts throughout Australia. The Commission is in the midst of a major enquiry
enqUiry into this
subject. In the course of the enquiry, one
one feature that has to be studied is the competence
i.e. the extent to which the Crown in a criminal
and compellability of witnesses, i.e.
ca.lling as witnesses persons who have a closerelEl:tionship
[)rooecution can insist upon calling
close relEl:tionship with
the accused.
This is not the time to go into the rule,
rule. in detail. But generally

speaki~g,
speaki~g,

at

common law, the law ful spouse of an accused is not competent or compellable to give
exceptions,..• And in Australia, various statutory
evidence against him or her. There were exceptions
ref orms :have been effected,
err ected, I?articularly
l?articularly in Victoria.
reforms:have
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A research paper prepared by the Australian Law Reform Commission proposes
that the rule protecting spouses should be extended to protect parents and children and de
facto spouses of the accused person. However, the same research paper (ALRC Evidence
RP5 Competence and Compellability of Witnesses 1982) contains an alternative approach,
advanced by me. This approach criticises the extenSion of historical spousal immunity, to

the particular classes of parents, children and de facto spouses as Itoo narrow and
inflexible'. It suggests that once it is decided to venture beyond the historical exception of
the lawful spouse, the extended class must be determined by reference to principle and
not simply by adding a few categories of additional exception.

'When it is decided to extend relief against compellability beyond spouses to de
facto spouses and parents and children, it is necessary to determine and define the
new genus to be created. It might be suggested" that the genus is the nuclear
recommendation ... does not embrace the whole of that family;
family. However, the recommendation...
the variety of personal relationships which may
nor does it take into account the
"family!! of particular persons in Australian society today. An aunt
constitute the "family"
o~

a step parent or even

(l

very close friend and guardian may be the "family" for

the particular accused.'
An additional reason given by me for objecting to extending the category of exemption

was that it was discriminatory It was
solely to parents, children and de facto spouses WBS
-both between Aboriginals and in
discriminatory against relationships aldn to 'marriage' "both
stable homosexual relationships. M8l1Y heterosexual Aboriginal relationships are not legal
'marriages' nor would they would fall within 'de factd definitions. Furthermore, the
'marriages!
category approach (spouse, parent, child or de facto)

w~uld
w~uld

exclude stable homosexual

relationships where the burden of having to give evidence in court against a loved one could be just as painful as for a family member or a partner to a de facto heterosexual
marriage.
was" by me to permit the court to have regard in
The solution'that was proposed wasevery case to:

* the nature of the relationship between the parties; and

*

the likely effect whether emotional, social or economic that having to give
evidence against a party would have to the relationship.

the community in obtaining
Giving due weight to these factors against the interest of the
evidence would be the duty of the court in the particular circumstances of the case.

-7. Although this proposal advanced by me would lead to nn
an element of uncertainty
as to whether the evidence of this or that person in a particular relationship of blood or
affection
aft ectian with the accused could be summoned, it. would more clearly recognise, as it
seems to me, the competing issue that is at stake in any extension of spoll.">al immunity to
other .clme personal
personal relationships beyond the heterosexual marriage.
In'short, if we stick to the historical exemption of spouses in heterosexual
marriages, we can rely on the fact that this is an historical anomoly; to be preserved
simply because it has been the law for many centuries and becllu..
becllu..<<;e
;e of the central position
in SOCiety
society of the heterosexual marriage. But once law reformers go beyond history and
seek, by the light of I?rincil?lc,
(?rinci(?lc, to pro[?ose
prol?ose reforms, they must find a coherent and lasting
I?rincil?le.
(?rincil?le. Reform, if it to be worthy of

that name, must avoid band-aid temporary
thnt

eXl?edients. Otherwise reform gets itself into the muddle that we now see in New South
Wales with conflicting prinCiples
principles being asserted by the criminal and anti-discrimination
laws.
TOWARDS PURER LAWS?

I realise that in the aftermath of the failure of the New South Wales criminal
reform legislation and the more recent raids on a gu¥ establishment in Sydney, the
concern about harrassment, the taking of names and criminal prosecutions against
individuals, these issues may seem remote from your immediate areas of attention. But
But I
mention the work of the Australian Law Reform Commission on
6n evidence law reform to
show how reform of laws affecting the sexual orientation of citizens permeates many
unlikely corners of legal regulation. Although on the subject of the immunity of people in
a stable homosexual relationship has not yet been agreed to by
by the Australian Law Reform
Commission - and indeed may not be agreed to by the majority when the final proposal is
made - I can assure you that {he issue will be thoroughly ventilated. The Commission h05
hos
sought the opinions or" gay activist groups - as well as the views of those who are opposed
to homosexual law reform.
Law reform in Australia is not achieved by wishful thinking. It is the proctuctof
product of
much effort and a great deal of political and public persuasion. Law reform bodies in
Australia have not been involved in the central question of homosexual law reform. But I
can aSSure you that the Australian Law Reform Commission .is alert to this issue of
reform. Within the mat~ers
Fede~al Attorney-General, it
mat~ers specifically referred to it by the Fede~al
will listen most clooely to those who urge the cause of reiorm.
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mao-made disasters, the law reformer
In difficult Urnes, facing natural and man-made
Memoriam. It is often quoted at the
today can take as his text Lord Tennyson's poem In Mernoriam.
turn of the year or at other times of significant change. In invoking the wild bells to ring
out to the wild sky, to ring out the old and ring in the new, Tennyson calis on them:
IRing, out a slowly dying cause,
And ancient forms of party strif e;
Ring in the nobler modes of life;

With sweeter manners purer laws.'

